Interaction of purple membrane with solvents. II. Mode of interaction.
Using the solubility parameter mapping technique (Eisenbach, M., Caplan, S.R. and Tanny, G (1979) Biochim. Biophys. Acta 554, 269-280) we studied spectroscopically the mode of interaction between the purple membrane of Halobacterium halobium and pure organic solvents or solvent mixtures. Although the interacting solvents formed a well-defined closed region in the interaction maps, mapping the modes of interaction did not reveal a closed region for each spectrally classifiable type. A suggested interpretation for this is that interaction with the purple membrane chromophore requires that a solvent (or solvent mixture) possess apolar groups in order to obtain access to the chromophore, together with a polar character and hydrogen-bonding capacity. The mode of interaction, however, is dependent on the specificity of the reactive group of the solvent for retinal, and this has nothing to do with membrane properties. We also examined the influence of the duration of the interaction and of illumination. Some solvents appeared to react more sluggishly than others, but no generalization in terms of the solubility parameter mapping was found, probably because the map describes thermodynamic rather than kinetic phenomena. The only effect of illumination was to enhance the reaction of some of these solvents. It did not change the solubility parameters of purple membrane.